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Abstract. In this study, an original scale-reduction rule without a drop in

the sensitivity of a guided-wave optical pressure sensor was obtained

using a micromachined diaphragm. The sensor has a rectangular dia-

phragm as a pressure-sensitive structure and a sensing waveguide across

the diaphragm. Its sensitivity is theoretically known to be strongly depen-

dent on the dimensions of the diaphragm. According to the theoretical

results, the sensitivity can be kept constant even if the diaphragm dimen-

sions are reduced as long as both the aspect ratio and the characteristic

length of the diaphragm remain constant. Here, the characteristic length

is introduced as the cube of either width or length of the rectangular

diaphragm divided by the square of its thickness. Such a scale-reduction

rule would be very useful for miniaturizing a sensor without reducing sen-

sitivity, although it has not been experimentally confirmed. In this study,

the scale-reduction rule was experimentally examined using three fabri-

cated sensors with the same aspect ratio and the same characteristic

length. The measured sensitivities of the three sensors were quite similar

to each other, as theoretically predicted. (c) 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.51.1.0144011

Subject terms: integrated optics; pressure sensor; diaphragm; MOEMS; elasto-optic
effect.
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1 Introduction

Micro-opto-mechanical devices received considerable

attention for the development of silicon micromachining

technology. A guided-wave optical pressure sensor with a

micromachined diaphragm is one of the most promising

micro-opto-mechamcal devices. Several groups have

reported on the integrated optic pressure sensors with dia-

phragms since the late 1980s. Our group has been devel-

oping a silicon-based gmded-wave optical pressure sensor

with a diaphragm based on the elasto-optic effect. One of

the goals of our study is to develop a sensor that can be incor-

porated into a catheter for blood pressure measurements. Our

demonstrated sensors are, however, sizable, although they

have enough sensitivity to measure blood pressure. There-

fore, in order to realize a catheter-tip blood pressure sensor,

it is very important to miniaturize the sensor without sacrifi-

cing sensitivity. This motivates us to establish guidelines to

reduce the diaphragm dimensions while keeping sensitivity

constant.

Incidentally, the sensor sensitivity is known to be

proportional to the cube of either the width or length of the

rectangular diaphragm, both experimentally and theoreti-

cally. Also, its sensitivity is inversely proportional to the

square of the diaphragm thickness. Based on these depen-

dencies, an original scale-reduction rale without sensitivity

loss can be derived; i.e., sensitivity can be maintained

when the diaphragm dimensions are reduced by maintaining

the aspect ratio: in other words, the width-to-length ratio and

the characteristic length constant. Here, the characteristic

length is defined as the cube of either the width or length

of the diaphragm divided by the square of its thickness.

To experimentally confirm the scale-reduction rule, three

sensors were fabricated with diaphragms of the same aspect

ratio and the same characteristic length. The exact diaphragm

dimensions were 2.0 mm x 10.0 mm x 35 /`m (sensor #1),

2.5 mm x12.5 mmx49/an (sensor #2), and　3.0 mmx

15.0 mm x 64 jum (sensor #3). The sensitivities of sensors

#1, #2, and #3 were 71, 72, and 69 mrad/kPa, respectively,

at the waveguide position at the center of the diaphragm.

Moreover, for other corresponding waveguide positions of

the three sensors,the measured sensitivities were quite simi-

lar to each other as predicted by the scale-reduction rule.

2 Principles of Sensor Operation

Figure 1 shows a silicon-based guided-wave optical pressure

sensor that consists of a micromechanical diaphragm and a

straight single-mode waveguide across the diaphragm. The

diaphragm is distorted when a pressure difference is applied

to the diaphragm. This distortion causes strain, which

induces a change in the refractive index of the diaphragm

due to the elasto-optic effect. The index change yields phase

retardation in　the lightwave　that propagates m　the

waveguide of the diaphragm. Since the phase retardation

is generally dependent on the guided modes, that is, the fan-

damental TM-like and TE-like modes, the phase difference
between the two modes is also a function of the applied pres-

sure. To detect the phase difference, the sensor is placed

between a pair of crossed polarizers, as shown in Fig. 1.

The polarization axis of the input polarizer is oriented at0091-3286!2012!$25.00 ㊨ 2012 SPIE
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic drawing of a silicon-based guided-wave optical

pressure sensor placed between a pair of crossed polarizers and

(b) its cross-sectional view.

45 deg with respect to the polarization of each guided mode,

so that the laser beam is coupled to the TM-like and TE-like

modes at equal intensities. The lightwave has linear, ellipti-

cal, or circular polarization at the end of the waveguide,

corresponding to the induced phえse difference between

the two guided modes. The intensity of the light beam pas-

sing through the output polarizer sinusoidally changes with

the applied pressure. Therefore, the applied pressure can be

determined from the output intensity.

3 Theoretical Results

3.1 Sensitivity Dependence to the Diaphragm

Dimensions

3.1.1 Sensitivity versus side length of the diaphragm

The phase sensidvity, that is, the induced phase difference per

unit pressure, is strongly dependent on the diaphragm width

and length. The phase sensitivity was calculated, using the

ma血ematical description provided in Appendix, as a function

of the width of the rectangular diaphragm while keeping the

aspect ratio and the thickness of the diaphragm constant. In

this calculadon, a rectangular diaphragm with width, a, length

b, and thickness, t, was assumed, as shown in Fig. 2. It was

also assumed that the waveguide was placed parallel to the

diaphragm edge, b, and that the pressure was uniformly

applied over the diaphragm with all edges rigidly clamped.

The wavelength of the guided light was set at 633 nm. Inci-

dentally, theoretical calculations should be earned out using

the mechanical and optical parameters of the materials of

which the sensor is comprised. However, the parameters

for polystyrene, which was the matenal used for the guided

layer ofthe waveguide shown in Fig. 1, have yet to be deter-

mined. In this study, the parameters of fused silica were used

instead of those of polystyrene. The numerical result obtained

by using the parameters of fused silica should hold qualita-

tively true for a sensor with a polystyrene waveguide.

Figure 3 indicates the calculated phase sensitivity as a

function of the diaphragm width, a, for waveguide position

at the diaphragm edge where the sensitivity is the highest.

Sensitivity is normalized to be at unity at a width　of 1 mm.

From Fig. 3, the slope is 3 in the log-log graph because sen-

sitivity is proportional to the cube of the diaphragm width a.

Such a relationship between the normalized phase sensitivity

and the width, a, is valid for the arbitrary aspect ratio, a/b,

Fig. 2 Illustration of a rectangular diaphragm assumed in the

calculations.

Fig. 3 Caiculated phase sensitivity as a function of the width of

diaphragm. The phase sensitivity is normalized to be at unity at
1 mm in width.

and thickness, t, of the diaphragm, according to further the-

oretical considerations. This relationship can be also applied

to any waveguide position, although the sensitivity is depen-

dent on也e waveguide position.

3.1.2 Sensitivity versus diaphragm thickness

The phase sensitivity was calculated as a function of the dia-

phragm thickness, t, with the other dimensions remaining

constant. Figure 4 shows the calculated phase sensitivity

for a waveguide located at the diaphragm edge. The phase

sensitivity is normalized to be at unity at a thickness of

10 fan. In Fig. 4, the slope is -2 in the log-log graph because

也e sensitivity is inversely proportional tothe square of the

diaphragm thickness, if the diaphragm thickness is consider-

ably greater than the waveguide thickness, which was

assumed to be 1 pim in the calculation. When the diaphragm

thickness is comparable to or less than the extent of the

guided light in the direction of the thickness, the sensitivity

Fig. 4 Calculated normalized phase sensitivity as a function of the

thickness of diaphragm. The phase sensitivity is norma一ized to be

at unity at 10 Pm in thickness.
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decreases as the diaphragm thins because the overlap integral

between the electric field of the guided light and the refrac-

tive index change becomes smaller. When a considerably
thin diaphragm is employed, attention should be paid to

the excess decrease of sensitivity. In addition, such a relation-

ship between the normalized phase sensitivity and the

diaphragm thickness, t, is valid for any aspect ratio and

waveguide position.

3.2 Scale-Reduction Rule of the Diaphragm

Without Sensitivity Loss

To design a miniaturized sensor, a scale-reduction rale for

the diaphragm dimensions without sacrificing sensitivity is

very helpful, especially when the sensor is sufficiently sen-
sitivebut sizable. From Sec. 3.1.1, we were able to show that

sensitivity is proportional to the cube of the diaphragm

width, a, if the aspect ratio, a/b, and the thickness, t, remain

constant. Also, from Sec. 3.1.2, sensitivity is inversely pro-

portional to the square of the diaphragm thickness, t, when

the aspect ratio, a/b, and the width, a, are both kept constant.

Here, the characteristic length, a3/t2, is introduced, as

defined by the cube of the diaphragm width, a, divided by

the square of the thickness, t. According to the two theore-

tical results, sensitivity can remain constant, even if the dia-

phragm dimensions are reduced, as long as both the aspect

ratio and the characteristic length remain constant.

4 Experiments

4.1 Fabrication and Measurements

We fabricated three sensors with diaphragms of 2.0 mm X

10.Ommx35pcm (sensor　#1), 2.5mmx12.5mmx

49 iA.m (sensor#2), and 3.0 mm x 15.0 mm x 64 jam (sensor

#3) to confirm the scale-reduction rule mentioned above. The

aspect ratio, a/b, and the characteristic length, cr/t2, of

the three sensors were 0.2 and approximately 6.5 m, respec-

tively. The waveguides were spaced 0. 1 mm apart from each

other in order to concurrently determine sensitivity depen-

dences on waveguide position. In this fabrication, a silicon

substrate was thermally oxidized at 1100 -C to form a

1.0 ^m-thick silicon dioxide layer. The silicon dioxide

layer was selectively removed with an etchant of buffered

hydrofluoric acid using a patterned photoresist as an etching

mask. Then, the exposed silicon was anisotropically etched

in aqueous potassium hydroxide solution at 50 -C to pro血ce

the diaphragm. After diaphragm formation, the 1.0-/mi-thick

silicon dioxide layer was regrown by thermal oxidation to

serve as the buffer layer in order to sufficiently negate radia-

tion loss of the guided waves in the silicon substrate. Shallow

1 0-^m-wide and 0. 1-mm-deep grooves were engraved on the

silicon dioxide layer, parallel to the diaphragm edge, using

buffered hydrofluoric acid. The polystyrene layer was spin-

coated as the guided layer, and its thickness at the grooves

was 1.1 /j.m.

Figure 5 illustrates the experimental setup used to measure

output power versus applied pressure. The fabricated sensors

were tested using a linearly polarized He-Ne laser at 633 nm.

Thepolanzation ofthelaserbeamwas set at45 degto the sensor

surface, so that the input polarizer, shown in Fig. 1, was not

utilized in this experiment. The output light from the sensor

was detected by a photodetector, after being passed through

a pinhole to block stray light. In order to apply pressure to

Fig. 5 Experimental setup used to measure the output intensity with
respect to the applied pressure.

the diaphragm, a syringe was connected to the sensor by a sili-

cone tube. The pressure difference, ranging from -40 to

40 kPa, was exerted on the diaphragm by pulling and pushing

on the plunger, and was determined from the ideal gas law. A

positive value indicates that the pressure in the etched hole is

higher than that in the atmosphere.

4.2 Experimental Results

4.2.1 Serlsor #1

Figure 6 shows the experimental results for sensor #1 with

a 2.0 mm x 10.0 mm x 35 jxm. diaphragm. Figures 6(a) and

6(b) are for the waveguides nearest to the diaphragm edge

and nearest to the center of the diaphragm, respectively. The

solid line in each figure shows the computerized projection

of the experimental data. The halfwave pressure was evalu-

ated as the half-period of the output intensity, which cone-

sponds to a phase difference of π rad. From the halfwave

pressure, the phase sensitivity, as defined as the resultant

phase difference per unit pressure, was calculated. From

Fig. 6 Measured output intensity versus applied pressure for

waveguides located (a) nearestto the diaphragm edge and (b) nearest

to the center of the diaphragm in sensor #1.
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Fig. 7 Measured sensitivity as a function of waveguide position in

sensor #1. Waveguide positions of士1 mm approximately correspond

to the edge of the diaphragm, while a waveguide position of 0 mm

corresponds to the center.

Fig. 8 Measured output intensity versus applied pressure for

waveguides located (a) nearesttothe diaphragm edge and (b) nearest

to the center of the diaphragm in sensor #2.

Fig. 9 Measured sensitivity as a function of waveguide position in

sensor　#2. Waveguide positions of　土1.25 mm approximate一y

correspond to the edge of the diaphragm, while a waveguide position

of 0 mm corresponds to the center.

Fig. 10 Measured output intensity versus applied pressure for
waveguides 一ocated (a) nearestto the diaphragm edge and (b) nearest

to the center of the diaphragm in sensor #3.

Fig. ll Measured sensitivity as a function of waveguide position in

sensor #3. Waveguide positions of士1.5 mm approximate一y corre-

spond to the edge of the diaphragm, while a waveguide position of

0 mm corresponds to the center.

Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), the halfwave pressures are 36 and 44 kPa,

and the corresponding phase sensitivities were calculated as

89 and 71 mrad/kPa, respectively. Moreov∝　the phase

sensitivities of the other waveguide positions were also mea-

sured. Figure 7 indicates the measured phase sensitivities as a

function of the waveguide position. Several data points are

missing due to imperfect waveguides. In Fig. 7, the theore-

tical curve reflects the calculated results when the aspect

ratio of diaphragm is 0.2. The sign of the measured phase

sensitivity was determined based on the theoretical sensitiv-

ity, although it cannot be distinguished in these experimental

results.

4.2.2　Sensor #2

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the experimental results of sensor

#2 with a 2.5 mmx 12.5 mmx49 fim diaphragm for the
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Table 1 Sensitivities of the three sensors with different diaphragm dimensions for the

waveguides nearest to the edge and center.

Sensor #1　Sensor #2　　Sensor #3

D iaphragm dim ensions W idth a (m m ) 2.0 2.5 3.0

Length b (m m ) 10 12.5 15

Thickness f レm ) 35 49 64

W idth-length ratio alb 0-2

Characteristic length a3′f2 (m ) 6.5 6.4 6.6

Sensitivity forw aveguide nearestto edge 89 110 100

(m rad′kPa)

Sensitivity forw aveguide nearestto center -71 -72 -69

(m rad′kPa)

waveguides located nearest to the edge and nearest to the

center of the diaphragm, respectively. From Figs. 8(a)

and 8(b), the halfwave pressures are 29 and 44 kPa, corre-

sponding to血e sensitivities of 110 and 72 mrad!kPa,

respectively. Figure 9 shows the measured sensitivity versus

the waveguide position. Several data points are missing due

to imperfect waveguides, similar to the results of sensor #1.

The solid curve in the figure indicates the computerized

projection where ajb - 0.2.

4.2.3　Sensor #3

Figure 10 shows the experimental results of sensor #3 with a

3.0 mm x 15.0 mm x 64 pim diaphragm. The waveguides of

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) were located nearest to the diaphragm

edge and nearest to the center, respectively. The halfwave

pressure was evaluated as 31 and 46 kPa, as shown in

Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), corresponding to sensitivities of

100 and 69 rr汀ad/kPa respectively. Figure ll shows the

measured phase sensitivity versus the waveguide position,

and the theoretical curve reflecting the calculated results

when a/b - 0.2.

4.3　Discussion

In Figs. 7, 9, and 1 1, the relationships between the measured

phase sensitivity and the waveguide position are almost iden-

tical to the theoretical predictions, although there is a slight

difference near the diaphragm edge in Fig. 1 1. In sensor #3, it

is speculated that the waveguides were slightly oblique with

respect to the diaphragm edge. For each sensor, the largest

sensitivity was obtained for the waveguide nearest the dia-

phragm edge, as theoretically predicted. The sensitivity,

however, rapidly decreased as the waveguide deviated from

the edge. In contrast, near the center of the diaphragm, small

deviations in the waveguide had a minimal affect on the

sensitivity. By comparing the sensitivities of the fabricated

sensors, the center of the diaphragm is better than the edge

because this placement avoid the effects of waveguide

mis alignmen t.

Table 1 shows the sensitivities of the fabricated sensors

for the waveguides nearest to the edge and nearest to the

center. Nearest to the center of the diaphragm, the measured

sensitivities are quite similar to each other, as predicted by

the scale-reduction rule. Regarding the sensitivities nearest

to the diaphragm edge, there is a difference of about

20 mrad/kPa. This difference was mainly caused by devia-

tions in the waveguide from the edge, as well as slanted

waveguides with respect to the diaphragm edge. Even for

the measured sensitivities nearest to the edge, it is presumed

that the sensitivities would be similar to each other, less error

due to waveguide deviation. Therefore, the proposed scale-

reduction rule is verified by the experimental results of the

three fabricated sensors.

Incidentally, the obtained sensitivities of the three sensors

are sufficient for blood pressure measurement, in which a

phase sensitivity of about 80 mrad/kPa, which corresponds

to approximately 1 rad per 100 mmHg, would be necessary.

But, the sensors must be further miniaturized in order to be

incorporated into a catheter. According to the scale-reduction

rule, a sensor with a 0.5 mm x 2.5 mm x 4.4 pirn diaphragm

is expected to have the same sensitivity as the fabricated sen-

sors and could be put into a catheter. However, for such a thin

multi-layered diaphragm consisting of silicon and thermal

silicon dioxide layers, the scale-reduction rule may not be

applied due to built-in thermal stress and sensitivity degra-

dation, as described in Sec. 3.1.2. Consequently, further

detailed consideration is required to design a miniaturized

sensor that could be incorporated into a catheter.

5　Conclusions

We experimentally examined a scale-reduction rale without

sensitivity loss in a silicon-based guided-wave optical pres-

sure sensor. It was found, both theoretically and experimen-

tally, that sensitivity does not change even if the diaphragm

dimensions are reduced as long as the aspect ratio and char-

acteristic length remain constant. Miniaturization under the

scale-reduction rule has an additional advantage of broaden-

ing the dynamic range of which the upper limit is restricted

by the resonance frequency of diaphragm. Since the reso-

nance frequency is inversely proportional to the square of

either the width or length of the rectangular diaphragm and

is proportional to the diaphragm thickness, the resonance

frequency gets higher without sensitivity decrease if the

diaphragm is miniaturized under the scale-reduction rule.
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Appendix: Theoretical Formulas

In this appendix, the numerical formulas used to calculate

sensitivity versus diaphragm dimensions are briefly

described. It is assumed that the diaphragm has a square

shape with a side length of a and a thickness of h, and all

edges of the diaphragm are rigidly clamped. Regarding the

coordinate axis, the y-z plane lies in the middle plane

between the two surfaces of the diaphragm, and the z-axis

is parallel to the waveguide. The x-axis is perpendicular

to the plate surface.

Deflection, w, of the diaphragm, in other words, displace-

ment from equilibrium, due to uniformly applied pressure, q,

is obtained from the differential equation:

宗+2品+雷芸　　　(1)
where D is flexural rigidity, defined as D-Eh3/

12(1 -fi ). Also, E and ¥i are the modulus of elasticity

and the Poisson's ratio, respectively. From the obtained

deflection, the distribution of stress m the diaphragm is

derived. Next, the strain distribution, S, is calculated from

the stress distribution, assuming that Hooke's law is applic-

able. The anisotropic index change, Ant, caused by the

induced strain is given by

An,---n3pijSj　(U-l,---,6),　　　　(2)

where py denotes each component of the elast0-optic tensor.

The strain has six components, which are divided into two

kinds of strain: normal strain in the x, y, and z directions

with subscripts 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and shearing strain

with subscripts 4 through 6. Difference in phase retardations

in the two guided waves, such as TM-like and TE-like

modes, is given by A^ and An2. The amount of phase dif-

ference, △¢ between them is expressed as

△¢-△¢TM-△¢TE>(3)

where

・¢TMr:(等差:/_:::Ex(x,y)△ni(x,y,z)

×E*(x,y)dxdy)dz,(4)

A^te:::(等差:/_:::Ey(x,y)△n2(x,y,z)

・E*
y(x,y)dxdyjdz,(5)

where co is the angular frequency of the light, eo is

the permittivity of the vacuum, and * indicates the complex

conjugate. Also, Ex and Ey are the power-normalized

x-directed electric field component of the TM-like mode

and the y-directed electric丘eld component of the TE-like

mode, respectively.
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